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Online Annual Examination, 2022
B.Sc. Part II

PHYSICS
Paper II

[Waves Acoustics and Optics]

Time : Three Hours ] [ Maximum Marks : 50

Note : Section ‘A’, containing 10 very short answer type
questions, is compulsory. Section ‘B’ consists of
short answer type questions and Section ‘C’
consists of long answer type questions. Section ‘A’
has to be solved first.

Section ‘A’

Answer the following very short answer type
questions in one or two sentences. 1 × 10 = 10

1.

What is the relation between energy and amplitude of
waves.

2.

What is ultrasonic sound ?

3.

What is lens system ?

4.

Write formula of length of Hygen’s eyepiece.

5.

What are coherent sources ?

6.

What is thin parallel film ?

7.

What is plane diffraction grating ?

8.

What do you understand by double refraction ?

9.

Write meaning of word laser.
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10.

What is metastable energy state ?

Section ‘B’

150-200

Answer the following short answer type questions
with word limit 150-200. 3 × 5 = 15

1.

What are gravitational waves and ripples ?

Or

What is acoustic impedance of a medium ? Obtain an
expression for it.

2.

Explain Farmat’s principle and write its applications.

Or

What is lens system ? Explain cardinal points of it.

3.

What are Newton’s ring ? Why they are circular ?
Explain.

Or

Explain the working of Rayleigh’s refractometer.

4.

Explain difference between Fresnel’s and Fraunhofer
diffraction.

Or

Explain construction and working of Nicol prism.
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5.

Explain spontaneous emission, stimulated emission

and absorption.

Or

Write applications of laser.

Section ‘C’

300-350

Answer the following long answer type questions

with word limit 300-350. 5 × 5 = 25

1.

Derive an expression for velocity of transverse wave

moving in stretched string.

Or

Explain phase velocity and group velocity and derive

relation between them.

2.

Derive an expression for combined focal length of
two thin lenses separated at fixed distance.

Or

Write construction, working, principles and uses of
Ramsdon eyepiece.

3.

Completely explain the determination of thickness of
thin transparent film by Michelson’s inter-ferometer.
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Or

Write method and principle of determination of

wavelength of monochromatic light by Newtons ring.

4.

Write construction, working, principle and uses of a

zone plate.

Or

What are plane, circular and elliptically polarised

light ? How the plane polarised light is generated ?

5. A B 

Explain Einstein’s A and B coefficients and derive

relation between them.

Or

Explain construction, principle and working of Ruby
laser.

d 
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